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The beginningless period before 1800 breaks quite sharply into
two. The break occurs about the year 1700, and is due mainly to
Isaac Newton (1642-1727). Newton's greatest rival in mathematics
was Leibniz (1646-1716). According to Leibniz, of all mathematics
up to the time of Newton, the more important halfis due to Newton.
This estimate refers to the power of Newton's general methods rather
/
than to the bulk of his work; the Principia is still rated as the most
d.\ ., massive addition to scientific thought ever made by one man.
Continu:'ine: back into time beyond 1700 we find nothing comparable
till we reach the Golden Age of Greece--a step of nearly 2000 years.
Farther back than 600 B.C. we quickly pass into the shadows, coming
out into the light again for a moment in ancient Egypt. Finally we
arrive at the first great age of mathematics, about 2000 B.C., in the
Euphrates Valley.
The descendants of the Sumerians in Babylon appear to have been
the first "moderns" in mathematics; certainly their attack on algebraic
equations is more in the spirit of the algebra we know than anything
done by the Greeks in their Golden Age. More important than the
. technical algebra of these ancient Babylonians is their recognitionas shown by their work-of the necessity for proof in mathematics.
Until recently it had been supposed that the Greeks were the first
to recognize that proof is demanded for mathematical propositions.
This was one of the most important steps ever taken by human beings. Unfortunately it was taken so long ago that it led nowhere in
particular so far as our own civilization is concerned-unless the
Greeks followed consciously, which they may well have done. They
were not particularly generous to their predecessors.
Mathematics then has had four great ages: the Babylonian, the
Greek, the Newtonian (to give the period around 1700 a name), and
the recent, beginning about 1800 and continuing to the present day.
Competent judges have called the last the Golden Age of Mathematics.
Today mathematical invention (discovery, if you prefer) is going
forward more vigorously than ever. The only thing, apparently, that
can stop its progress is a general collapse of what we have been
pleased to call civilization. If that comes, mathematics may go underground for centuries, as it did after the decline of Babylon; but if
history repeats itself, as it is said to do, we may count on the spring
bursting forth again, fresher and clearer than ever, long after we and
all our stupidities shall have been forgotten.
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Modern Minds in Ancient Bodies
ZENO, EUDOXUS, ARCHIMEDES

. . . the glury that was Greece
And the grandeur that was Rome.
-E. A. POE

To APPRECIATE our own Golden Age of mathematics we shall do well
to have in mind a few of the great, simple guiding ideas of those
whose genius prepared the way for us long ago, and we shall glance
at the lives and works of three Greeks: Zeno (495--485 B.C.), Eudoxus
(408-855 B.C.), and Archimedes (287-212 s.C.). Euclid will be noticed
much later, where his best work comes into its own.
Zeno and Eudoxus are representative of two vigorous opposing
schools of mathematical thought which flourish today, the criticaldestructive and the critical-constructive. Both had minds as penetratingly critical as their successors in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. This statement can of course be inverted: Kronecker ( 18231891) and Brouwer (1881), the mode"rn critics of mathematical
analysis-the theories of the infinite and the continuous--are as
ancient as Zeno; the creators of the modern theories of continuity and
the infinite, Weierstrass (1815-1897), Dedekind (1881-1916), and
Cantor (1845-1918) are intellectual contemporaries of Eudoxus.
Archimedes, the greatest intellect of antiquity, is modem to the
core. He and Newton would have understood one another perfectly,
and it is just possible that Archimedes, could he come to life long
enough to take a post-graduate course in mathematics and physics,
would understand Einstein, Bohr, Heisenberg, and Dirac better than
they understand themselves. Of all the ancients Archimedes is the
only one who habitually thought with the unfettered freedom that the
greater mathematicians permit themselves today with all the hardwon gains of twenty five centuries to smooth their way, for he alone
of all the Greeks had sufficient stature and strength to stride clear
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over the obstacles thrown in the path of mathematical progress hy
frightened geometers who had listened to the philosophers.
Any list of the three "greatest" mathematicians of all history
would include the name of Archimedes. The other two usually associated with him are Newton (1642-1727) and Gauss (1777-1855).
Some, considering the relative wealth--or poverty--of mathematics
and physical science in the respective ages in which these giants lived,
and estimating their achievements against the background of their
lillH'S, would put Archimedes first. Had the Greek mathematicians
illlIl ,ccjc'lllists followcd Archimedes rather than Euclid, Plato, and
AI'jlllnll,', thl'Y might easily have anticipated the age of modem math"'IlAtinl, whil'h Iwgall with Descartes (1596-1650) and Newton in
till< 11('\,1'I\II'\'lIlh l'I'lIll1ry, allli til(' age of modern physical science inIHI!(III'lIlrd hy (:.di\t'o (I Mi+ Jtj1.~) in thc same century, by two thouIUilld yrlll'lI.

He·hilld all three of these precursors of the modem age looms the
Iwll:'lIlythical figure of Pythagoras (569?-500? B.C.), mystic, mathematician, investigator of nature to the best of his self-hobbled ability,
"one tenth of him genius, nine-tenths sheer fudge." His life has become a fable, rich with the incredible accretions of his prodigies; but
only this much is of importance for the development of mathematics
as distinguished from the bizarre number-mysticism in which he
clothed his cosmic speculations: he travelled extensively in Egypt,
learned much from the priests and believed more; visited Babylon
and repeated his Egyptian experiences; founded a secret Brotherhood
for high mathematical thinking and nonsensical physical, mental, moral,
and ethical speculation at Croton in southern Italy; and, out of all
this, made two of the greatest contributions to mathematics in its
entire history. He died, according to one legend, in the flames of his
own school fired by political and religious bigots who stirred up the
masses to protest against the enlightenment which Pythagoras sought
to bring them. Sic transit gloria mundi.
Before Pythagoras it had not been clearly realized that proof must
proceed from assumptions. Pythagoras, according to persistent tradition, was the first European to insist that the axioms, the postulates,
be set down first in developing geometry and that the entire development thereafter shall proceed by applications of close deductive reasoning to the axioms. Following current practice we shall use "pos-
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tulate," instead of "axiom" hereafter, as "axiom" has a pernicious
historical association of "self-evident, necessary truth" which "postulate" does not have; a postulate is an arbitrary assumption laid down
by the mathematician himself and not by God Almighty.
Pythagoras then imported proof into mathematics. This is his
greatest achievement. Before him geometry had been largely a collection of rules of thumb empirically arrived at without any clear
indication of the mutual connections of the rules, and without the
slightest suspicion that all were deducible from a comparatively small
number of postulates. Proof is now so commonly taken for granted
as the very spirit of mathematics that we find it difficult to imagine
the primitive thing which must have preceded mathematical reasoning.
Pythagoras' second outstanding mathematical contribution brings
us abreast of living problems. This was the discovery, which humiliated and devastated him, that the common whole numbers 1,2,3, . . .
are insufficient for the construction of mathematics even in the rudimentary form in which he knew it. Before this capital discovery he
had preached like an inspired prophet that all nature, the entire universe in fact, physical, metaphysical, mental, moral, mathematicalroerytking-is built on the discrete pattern of the integers 1,2,8, . . .
and is interpretable in terms of these God-given bricks alone; God,
he declared indeed, is "number," and by that he meant common whole
number. A sublime conception, no doubt, and beautifully simple, but
as unworkable as its echo in Plato--"God ever geometrizes," or in
Jacobi-"God ever arithmetizes," or in Jeans-"The Great Architect of the Universe now begins to appear as a mathematician." One
obstinate mathematical discrepancy demolished Pythagoras' discrete
philosophy, mathematics, and metaphysics. But, unlike some of his
successors, he finally accepted defeat-after struggling unsuccessfully to suppress the discovery which abolished his creed.
This was what knocked his theory flat: it is impossible to find two
whole numbers such that the square of one of them is equal to twice
the square of the other. This can be proved by a simple argument*
within the reach of anyone who has had a few weeks of algebra,
-Let at = 2b', where, without loss of generality, a, b are whole numbers
without any common factor greater than 1 (such a factor could be cancelled
from the assumed equation). If a is odd, we have an immediate contradiction,
since 2b' is even; if a is even, say 2c, then 4c' = 2b', or 2c' = bo, so b is even,
and hence a. b have the common factor 2, again a contradiction.
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or even by anyone who thoroughly understands elem~ntary arithmetic. Actually Pythagoras found his stumbling-block In geometry:
the ratio of the side of a square to one of its diagonals cannot be expressed as the ratio of any two whole numbers. This is equivalent to
the statement above about squares of whole numbers. In another
form we would say that the square root of 2 is irrational, that is, is
not equal to any whole number or decimal fraction, or sum of the
two, got by dividing one whole number by another. Thus even so
simple a geometrical concept as that of the diagonal of a square defies
the integers 1,2,3, ... and negates the earlier Pythagorean philosophy.
We can easily construct the diagonal geometrically, but we cannot
measure it in any finite number of steps. This impossibility sharply and
clearly brought irrational numbers and the infinite (non-terminating)
processes which they seem to imply to the attention of mathematicians.
Thus the square root of two can be calculated to any required finite
number of decimal places by the process taught in school or by more
powerful methods, but the decimal never "repeats" (as that for 1/7
does, for instance), nor does it ever terminate. In this discovery
Pythagoras found the taproot of modem mathematical analysis.
Issues were raised by this simple problem which are not yet disposed of in a manner satisfactory to all mathematicians. These concern the mathematical concepts of the infinite (the unending, the uncountable), limits, and continuity, concepts which are at the root of
modem analysis. Time after time the paradoxes and sophisms which
crept into mathematics with these apparently indispensable concepts
have been regarded as finally eliminated, only to reappear a generation or two later, changed but yet the same. We shall come across
them, livelier than ever, in the mathematics of our time. The follow~'
ing is an extremely simple, intuitively obvious picture of the situation
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Consider a straight line two inches long, and imagin!J1W "~\"I'
been traced by the "continuous" "motion" of a "pOi"tl~;11lf W\l,d~
in quotes are those which conceal the difficultiell.Wi~*,_',tllll1g·
them we easily persuade ourselves that we piGtUJ1".4 thf)' illC'li(y.
Now label the left-hand end of the line 0 and
...utl, fllle! ~.
-~~

Half-way between 0 and 2 we naturally put 1; half-way between 0
and 1 we put lh; half-way between 0 and lh we put~, and so on. Similarly, between 1 and 2 we mark the place llh, between llh and 2, the
place H4, and so on. Having done this we may proceed in the same
way to mark 11.3, %, 111.3, 1%, and then split each of the resulting segments into smaller equal segments. Finally, "in imagination," we can
conceive of this process having been carried out for all the common
fractions and common mixed numbers which are greater than 0 and
less than 2; the conceptual division-points give us all the rational numbers between 0 and 2. There are an infinity of them. Do they completely
"cover" the line? No. To what point does the square root of 2 correspond? No point, because this square root is not obtainable by dividing
any whole number by another. But the square root of 2 is obviously
a "number" of some sort;- its representative point lies somewhere
between 1.41 and 1.42, and we can cage it down as closely as we
please. To cover the line completely we are forced to imagine or to
invent infinitely more "numbers" than the rationals. That is, if we
accept the line as being continuous, and postulate that to each point of
it corresponds one, and only one,~"real number." The same kind of
imagining can be carried on to the entire plane, and farther, but this
is sufficient for the moment.
Simple problems such as these soon lead to very serious difficulties.
With regard to these difficulties the Greeks were divided, just as we
are, into two irreconcilable factions; one stopped dead in its mathematical tracks and refused to go on to analysis-the integral calculus,
at which we shall glance when we come to it; the other attempted to
overcome the difficulties and succeeded in convincing itself that it had
done so. Those who stopped committed but few mistakes and were
comparatively sterile of truth no less than of error; those who went
on discovered much of the highest interest to mathematics and rational thought in general, some of which may be open to destructive
criticism, however, precisely as has happened in our own generation.
From the earliest times we meet these two distinct and antagonistic
types of mind: the justifiably cautious who hang back because the
ground quakes under their feet, and the bolder pioneers who leap the
chasm to find treasure and comparative safety on the other side. We
shall look first at one of those who refused to leap. For penetrating
- The inherent viciousness of such an assumption is obvious.
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subtlety of thought we shall not meet his equal till we reach the
twentieth century and encounter Brouwer.
Zeno of Elea (495-485 B.C.) was a friend of the philosopher Parmenides, who, when he visited Athens with his patron, shocked the
philosophers out of their complacency by inventing four innocent
paradoxes which they could not dissipate in words. Zeno is said to
have been a self-taught country boy. Without attempting to decide
what was his purpose in inventing his paradoxes-authorities hold
widely divergent opinions-we shall merely state them. With these
before us it will be fairly obvious that Zeno would have objected to
our "infinitely continued" division of that two-inch line a moment
ago. This will appear from the first two of his paradoxes, the Dichotomy and the Achilles. The last two, however, show that he would have
objected with equal vehemence to the opposite hypothesis, namely that
the line is not "infinitely divisible" but is composed of a discrete set
of points that can be counted off 1,2,8, . . . . All four together constitute an iron wall beyond which progress appears to be impossible.
First, the Dichotomy. Motion 1s impossible, because whatever
moves must reach the middle of its course before it reaches the end;
but before it has reached the middle it must have reached the quartermark, and so on, inJ4initely. Hence the motion can never even start.
Second, the Achilles. Achilles running to overtake a crawling
tortoise ahead of him can never overtake it, because he must first
reach the place from which the tortoise started; when Achilles reaches
that place, the tortoise has departed and so is still ahead. Repeating
the argument we easily see that the tortoise will always be ahead.
Now for the other side.
The Arrow. A moving arrow at any instant is either at rest or not
at rest, that is, moving. If the instant is indivisible, the arrow cannot
move, for if it did the instant would immediately be divided. But
time is made up of 'instants. As the arrow cannot move in anyone
instant, it cannot move in any time. Hence it always remains at rest.
The Stadium. "To prove that half the time may be equal to double
the time. Consider three rows of bodies
Second Position
First Position
(A)
0 0 0 0
(A) 0 0 0 0
(B)
0
0
0 0
0
0
0
0
(B)
(C)
0 0 0 0
0
0
0
(C) 0
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one of which (A) is at rest while the other two (B), (C) are moving
with equal velocities in opposite directions. By the time they are all
in the same part of the course (B) will have passed twice as many of
the bodies in (C) as in (A). Therefore the time which it takes to pass
(A) is twice as long as the time it takes to pass (C). But the time
which (B) and (C) take to reach the position of (A) is the same.
Therefore double the time is equal to half the time." (Burnet's translation.) It is helpful to imagine (A) as a circular picket fence.
These, in non-mathematical language, are the sort of difficulties
the early grapplers with continuity and infinity encountered. In books
written twenty years or so ago it was said that "the positive theory
of infinity" created by Cantor, and the like for "irrational" numbers,
such as the square root of 2, invented by Eudoxus, Weierstrass, and
Dedekind, had disposed of all these difficulties once and forever.
Such a statement would not be accepted today by all schools of
mathematical thought. So in dwelling upon Zeno we have in fact
been discussing ourselves. Those who wish to see any more of him
may consult Plato's Parmenides. We need remark only that Zeno
finally lost his head for treason or something of the sort, and pass on
to those who did not lose their heads over his arguments. Those who
stayed behind with Zeno did comparatively little for the advancement
of mathematics, although their successors have done much to shake
its foundations.
Eudoxus (408-855 B.C.) of Cnidus inherited the mess which Zeno
bequeathed the world and not much more. Like more than one man
who has left his mark on mathematics, Eudoxus suffered from extreme
poverty in his youth. Plato was in his prime while Eudoxus lived and
Aristotle was about thirty when Eudoxus died. Both Plato and Aristotle, the leading philosophers of antiquity, were much concerned
over the doubts which Zeno had injected into mathematical reasoning
and which Eudoxus, in his theory of proportion-"the crown of
Greek mathematics"-was to allay till the last quarter of the nineteenth century.
As a young man Eudoxus moved to Athens from Tarentum, where
he had studied with Archytas (428-847 B.C.), a first-rate mathematician, administrator, and soldier. Arriving in Athens, Eudoxus soon
fell in with Plato. Being too poor to live near the Academy, Eudoxus
Judged back and forth every day from the Piraeus where fish and
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olive oil were cheap and lodging was to be had for a smile in the
right place.
Although he himself was not a mathematician in the technical
sense, Plato has been called "the maker of mathematiciam," and it
cannot be denied that he did irritate many infinitely better maLhematicians than himself into creating some real mathematics. As we shall
see, his total influence on the development of mathematics was probably baneful. But he did recognize what Eudoxus was and be~ame his
devoted friend until he began to exhibit something like Jealousy
toward his brilliant protege. It is said that Plato and Eudoxus made
a journey to Egypt together. If so, Eudoxus seems to have been less
credulous than his predecessor Pythagoras; Plato however shows the
effects of having swallowed vast quantities of the number-mysticism
of the East. Finding himself unpopular in Athens, Eudoxus finally
settled and taught at Cyzicus, where he spent his last years. He
studied medicine and is said to have been a practising physician and
legislator on top of his mathematics. As if all this were not enough
to keep one man busy he undertook a serious study of astronomy, to
which he made outstanding contributions. In his scientific outlook he
was centuries ahead of his verbalizing, philosophizing contemporaries.
Like Galileo and Newton he had a contempt for speculations about
the physical universe which could not be checked by observation and
experience. If by getting to the sun, he said, he could ascertain its
shape, size, and nature, he would gladly share the fate of Phaethon,
but in the meantime he would not guess.
Some idea of what Eudoxus did can be seen from a very simple
problem. To find the area of a rectangle we multiply the length by
the breadth. Although this sounds intelligible it presents serious
difficulties unless both sides are measurable by rational numbers.
Passing these particular difficulties we see them in a more evident
form in the next simplest type of problem, that of finding the length
of a cunJed line, or the area of a curved surface, or the volume enclosed
by curved surfaces.
Any young genius wishing to test his mathematical powers may
try to devise a method for doing these things. Provided he has never
seen it done in school, how would he proceed to give a rigorous proof
of the fonnula for the circumference of a circle of any given radius?
Whoever does that entirely on his own initiative may justly claim to
be a mathematician of the first rank. The moment we pass from figures
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bounded by straight lines or fiat surfaces we run slap into all the
problems of continuity, the riddles of the infinite :md the ~lazes of
irrational numbers. Eudoxus devised the first logically satisfactory
method which Euclid reproduced in Book V of his Ele~nts, for
handlin~ such problems. In his method oj exhaustion, applied to the
computation of areas and volumes, Eudoxus showed that we need not
assume the "existence" of "infinitely small quantities." It is sufficient
for the purposes of mathematics to be able to reach a mag~itude as
small as we please by the continued division of a given magnitude.
To finish with Eudoxus we shall state his epochal definition of
equal ratios which enabled mathematicians to ~reat irrational. numb~rs
as rigorously as the rationals. This was, essentially, the startmg-pomt
of one modern theory of irrationals.
"The first of four magnitudes is said to have the same ratio to the
second that the third has to the fourth when, any whatever equimultiples [the same multiples] of the.first and third being .taken, and
any other equimultiples of the second and fourth, the multiple of the
.first is greater than, equal to, or less than the multiple of the second,
according as the multiple of the third is greater than, equal to, or less
than the multiple of the fourth."
Of the Greeks not yet named whose work influenced mathematics
after the year 1600 only Apollonius need be mentioned here. ~pollo
nius (260?-200? B.C.) carried geometry in the manner ofEuchd-~e
way it is still taught to hapless beginners-far beyond t~e state m
a
which Euclid (SSO?-275? B.C.) left it. As a geometer of thl~
synthetic, "pure" geometer-Apollonius is without a peer till Stemer
in the nineteenth century.
.
If a cone standing on a circular base and extending indefinitely in
both directions through its vertex is cut by a plane, the curve in which
the plane intersects the surface of the cone is called a conic section.
There are five possible kinds of conic sections: the ellipse; the ~yp~r
bola, consisting of two branches; the parabola, the path of a projectile
in a vacuum; the circle; and a pair of intersecting straight lines. The
ellipse, parabola and hyperbola are "mechanical curves" according to
I the Platonic fonnula; that is, these curves cannot be constructed by
the use of straightedge and compass alone, although it is easy. with
these implements, to construct any desired number of points lying on
anyone of these curves. The geometry of the conic sections, worked
out to a high degree of perfection by Apollonius and his successors.
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proved to be of the highest importance in the celestial mechanics of
the seventeenth and succeeding centuries. Indeed, had not the Greek
geometers run ahead of Kepler it is unlikely that Newton could ever
have come upon his law of universal gravitation, for which Kepler had

stroyed-Rome, having half-demolished Carthage, swollen with victory and imperially purple with valor, falling upon Greece to shatter
its fine fragility.
In body and mind Archimedes was an aristocrat. The son of the
astronomer Pheidias, he was born at Syracuse, Sicily, and is said to
have been related to Hieron II, tyrant (or king) of Syracuse. At any
rate he was on intimate te~ms with Hieron and his son Gelon, both
of whom had a high admiration for the king of mathematicians. His
essentially aristocratic temperament expressed itself in his attitude to
what would today be called applied science. Although he was one of
the greatest mechanical geniuses of all time, if not the greatest when
we consider how litde he had to go on, the aristocratic Archimedes
had a sincere contempt for his own practical inventions. From one
point of view he was justified. Books could be written on what Archimedes did for applied mechanics; but great as this work was from our
own mechanically biased point of view, it is completely overshadowed
by his contributions to pure mathematics. We look first at the few
known facts about him and the legend of his personality.
According to tradition Archimedes is a perfect museum specimen
of the popular conception of what a great mathematician should be.
Like Newton and Hamilton he left his meals untouched when he was
deep in his mathematics. In the matter of inattention to dress he even
surpasses Newton, for on making his famous discovery that a floating
body loses in weight an amount equal to that of the liquid displaced,
he leaped from the bath in which he had made the discovery by observing his own floating body, and dashed through the streets of Syracuse
stark naked, shouting" Eureka, eureka!" (I have found it, I have found
it!) What he had found was the first law of hydrostatics. According to
the story a dishonest goldsmith had adulterated the gold of a crown
for Hieron with silver and the tyrant, suspecting fraud, had asked
Archimedes to put his mind on the problem. Any high school boy
knows how it is solved by a simple experiment and some easy arithwric on specific gravity; "the principle of Archimedes" and its
numerous practical applications are meat for youngsters and naval
engineers today, but the man who first saw through them had more than
common insight. It is not definitely known whether the goldsmith
was guilty; for the sake of the story it is usually assumed that he was.
Another exclamation of Archimedes which has come down through
the centuries is "Give me a place to stand on and I will move the
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prepared the way with his laboriously ingenious calculations on the
orbits of the planets.
Among the later Greeks and the Arabs of the Middle Ages Archimedes seems to have inspired the same awe and reverence that Gauss
did among his contemporaries and followers in the nineteenth century,
and that Newton did in the seventeenth and eighteenth. Archimedes
was the undisputed chieftain of them all, "the old man," "the wise
one," "the master," "the great geometer." To recall his dates, he
lived in 287-212 B.C. Thanks to Plutarch more is known about his
death than his life, and it is perhaps not unfair to suggest that the
typical historical biographer Plutarch evidently thought the King of
Mathematicians a less important personage historically than the
Roman soldier Marcellus, into whose Life the account of Archimedes
is slipped like a tissue-thin shaving of ham in a bull-choking sandwich.
Yet Archimedes is today Marcellus' chief title to remembrance-and
execration. In the death of Archimedes we shall see the first impact of
a crassly practical civilization upon the greater thing which it de-
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earth" (1rii fJw "cd "LIIW T4v 'riill, as he said it in Doric). He himself

ameter), and fixed 'Jr as lying between S 1/7 and S 10/71; he also
gave methods for approximating to square roots which show that he
anticipated the invention by the Hindus of what amount to periodic
continued fractions. In arithmetic, far surpassing the incapacity of the
unscientific Greek method of symbolizing numbers to write, or even,
I
to describe, large numbers, he invented a system of numeration capable of handling numbers as large as desired. In mechanics he laid'
down some of the fundamental postulates, discovered the laws of'
levers, and applied his mechanical principles (of levers) to calculate .
the areas and centers of gravity of several flat surfaces and solids of
various shapes. He created the whole science of hydrostatics and applied it to find the positions of rest and of equilibrium of floating
bodies of several kinds.
Archimedes composed not one masterpiece but many. How did he
do it all? His severely economical, logical exposition gives no hint of
the method by which he arrived at his wonderful results. But in 1906,
J. L. Heiberg, the historian and scholar of Greek mathematics, made
the dramatic discovery in Constantinople ofa hitherto "lost" treatise of
Archimedes addressed to his friend Eratosthenes: On Mechanical
Theorems, Method. In it Archimedes explains how by weighing, in
imagination, a figure or solid whose area or volume was unknown
against a known one, he was led to the knowledge of the fact he
sought; the fact being known it was then comparatively easy (for him)
to prove it mathematically. In short he used his mechanics to advance
his mathematics. This is one of his titles to a modern mind: he used
anything and everytking that suggested itself as a weapon to attack his
problems.
To a modern all is fair in war, love, and mathematics; to many of
the ancients, mathematics was a stultified game to be played according to the prim rules imposed by the philosophically-minded Plato.
According to Plato only a straightedge and a pair of compasses were
/ to be permitted as the implements of construction in geometry. No
wonder the classical geometers hammered their heads for centuries
against "the three problems of antiquity": to trisect an angle; to
construct a cube having double the volume of a given cube; to construct a square equal to a circle. None of these problems is possible with
only straightedge and compass, although it is hard to prove that the
third is not, and the impossibility was finally proved only in 1882.
All constructions effected with other implements were dubbed "me-

so

was strongly moved by his discovery of the laws of levers when he
made his boast. The phrase would make a perfect motto for a modern
scientific institute: it seems strange that it has not been appropriated.
There is another version in better Greek but the meaning is the same.
In one of his eccentricities Archimedes resembled another great
mathematician, Weierstrass. According to a sister of Weierstrass, he
could not be trusted with a pencil when he was a young school teacher
if there was a square foot of clear wallpaper or a clean cuff anywhere
in sight. Archimedes beats this record. A sanded floor or dusted hard
smooth earth was a common sort of "blackboard" in his day. Archimedes made his own occasions. Sitting before the fire he would rake
out the ashes and draw in them. After stepping from the bath he would
anoint himself with olive oil, according to the custom of the time, and
then, instead of putting on his clothes, proceed to lose himself in the
diagrams which he traced with a fingernail on his own oily skin.
Archimedes was a lonely sort of eagle. As a young man he had
studied for a short time at Alexandria, Egypt, where he made two
life-long friends, Conon, a gifted mathematician for whom Archimedes
had a high regard both personal and intellectual, and Eratosthenes,
also a good mathematician but quite a fop. These two, particularly
Conon, seem to have been the only men of his contemporaries with
whom Archimedes felt he could share his thoughts and be assured of
understanding. Some of his finest work was communicated by letters
to Conon. Later, when Conon died, Archimedes corresponded with
Dositheus, a pupil of Conon.
Leaving aside his great contributions to astronomy and mechanical
invention we shall give a bare and inadequate summary of the principal additions which Archimedes made to pure and applied mathematics.
He invented general methods for finding the areas of curvilinear
II plane figures and volumes bounded by curved surfaces, and applied
these methods to many special instances, including the circle, sphere,
\ ,any segment of a parabola, the area enclosed between two radii and
I two successive whorls of a spiral, segments of spheres, and segments
of surfaces generated by the revolution of rectangles (cylinders), triangles. ( cones), par~bolas (paraboloids), hyperbolas (hyperholoids),
and ellIpses (spherOIds) about their principal axes. He gave a fIIethod
for calculating 'It (the ratio of the circumference of a circl(' to its di-
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chanical" and, as such, for some mystical reason known only to Plato
and his geometrizing God, were considered shockingly vulgar and
were rigidly taboo in respectable geometry. Not till Descartes, 19~5
years after the death of Plato, published his analytic geometry, did
geometry escape from its Platonic straightjacket. Plato of course had
been dead for sixty years or more before Archimedes was born, so
he cannot be censured for not appreciating the lithe power and freedom of the methods of Archimedes. On the other hand, only praise is
due Archimedes for not appreciating the old-maidishness of Plato's
rigidly corseted conception of what the muse of geometry should be.
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limit of the sum is called integration; the method of periorming such
summations is called the integral calculus. It was this calculus which
Archimedes used in finding the area of a segment of a parabola and
in other problems.
The problem in which he used the differential calculus was that of
constructing a tangent at any given point of his spiral. If the angle
which the tangent makes with any given line is known, the tangent
can easily be drawn, for there is a simple construction for drawing a
straight line through a given point parallel to a given straight line.
The problem of finding the angle mentioned (for any curve, not merely
for the spiral) is, in geometrical language, the main problem of the
differential calculus. Archimedes solved this problem for his spiral.
His spiral is the curve traced by a point moving with uniform speed
along a straight line which revolves with uniform angular speed about
a fixed point on the line. If anyone who has not studied the calculus
imagines Archimedes' problem an easy one he may time hims~lf '.
doing it.
,.-/,/:.v:;~? '/Jc ~./
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The second claim of Archimedes to modernity is also based upon
his methods. Anticipating Newton and Leibniz by more than 2000
years he invented the integral calculus and in one of his problems
~ticipated their invention of the differential calculus. These t~o calculuses together constitute what is known as the cal~ulus, which has
been described as the most powerful instrument ever mvented for the
mathematical exploration of the physical universe. To take a simple
example, suppose we wish to find the area of a circle. Among other
ways of doing this we may slice the circle into any number of parallel
strips of equal breadth, cut off the curved ends of the strips, s~ that
the discarded bits shall total the least possible, by cuts perpendicular
to the strips, and then add up the areas of all the resulti~g rect.angles.
This gives an approximation to the. area so~g~t. By mcreasmg the
number of strips indefinitely and takmg the hmlt of the sum, .we get
the area of the circle. This (crudely described) process of takmg the
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The life of Archimedes was as tranquil as a mathematician's should
be if he is to accomplish all that is in him. All the action and tragedy
of his life were crowded into its end. In 212 B.C. the second Punic war
was roaring full blast. Rome and Carthage were going at one another
hammer and tongs, and Syracuse, the city of Archimedes, lay temptingly near the path of the Roman fleet. Why not lay siege to it]
They did.
Puffed up with conceit ofhimself("relying on his own great fame,"
as Plutarch puts it), and trusting in the splendor of his "preparedness" rather than in brains, the Roman leader, Marcellus, anticipated
a speedy conquest. The pride of his confident heart was a primitive
piece of artillery on a lofty harp-shaped platform supported by eight
galleys lashed together. Beholding all this fame and miscellaneous
shipping descending upon them the timider citizens would have
handed Marcellus the keys of the city. Not so Hieron. He too was
prepared for war, and in a fashion that the practical Marcellus would
never have dreamed of.
lt seems that Archimedes, despising applied mathematics himself,
had nevertheless yielded in peace time to the importuni ties of Hieron,
and had demonstrated to the tyrant's satisfaction that mathematiQl
c.an, on occasion, become devastatingly practical. To convince his
friend that mathematics is capable of more than abstrc;ct deductions.
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Archimedes had applied his laws of levers and pulleys to the manipulation of a fully loaded ship, which he himself launched singlehanded. Remembering this feat when the war clouds began to gather
ominously near, Hieron begged Archimedes to prepare a suitable
welcome for Marcellus. Once more desisting from his researches to
oblige his friend, Archimedes constituted himself a reception committee of one to trip the precipitate Romans. When they arrived his
ingenious deviltries stood grimly waiting to greet them.
The harp-shaped turtle affair on the eight quinqueremes lasted no
longer than the fame of the conceited Marcellus. A succession of stone
shots, each weighing over a quarter of a ton, hurled from the supercatapults of Archimedes, demolished the unwieldy contraption. Cranelike beaks and iron claws reached over the walls for the approaching
ships, seized them, spun them round, and sank or shattered them
against the jutting cliffs. The land forees, mowed down by the Archimedean artillery, fared no better. Camouflaging his rout in the
official bulletins as a withdrawal to a previously prepared position in
the rear, Marcellus backed off to confer with his staff. Unable to
rally his mutinous troops for an assault on the terrible walls, the
famous Roman leader retired.
At last evincing some slight signs of military common sense, Marcellus issued no further "backs against the wall" orders of the day,
abandoned all thoughts of a frontal attack, captured Megara in the
rear, and finally sneaked up on Syracuse from behind. This time his
luck was with him. The foolish Syracusans were in the middle of a
bibulous religious celebration in honor of Artemis. War and religion
have always made a bilious sort of cocktail; the celebrating Syracusans
were very sick indeed. They woke up to find the massacre in full
swing. Archimedes participated in the blood-letting.
His first intimation that the city had been taken by theft was the
shadow of a Roman soldier falling across his diagram in the dust.
According to one account the soldier had stepped on the diagram,
angering Archimedes to exclaim sharply, "Don't disturb my circles!"
Another states that Archimedes refused to obey the soldier's order
that he accompany him to Marcellus until he had worked out his
problem. In any event the soldier flew into a passion, unsheathed his
glorious sword, and dispatched the unarmed veteran geometer of
seventy five. Thus died Archimedes.
As Whitehead has observed, "No Roman lost his life because he
was absorbed in the contemplation of a mathematical diagram. ,.
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